
 
GENTAS TABLE TOP CARE/MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS 

 
Furnlink recommends using warm soapy water and a non-abrasive cloth to clean your 
Gentas Table Tops. Do not use harsh or potent substances. Regular cleaning of your 
Gentas Table Tops will help to ensure its longevity and durability. We recommend that you 
get into a routine of cleaning and caring for your Gentas Table Tops on a regular basis. 
 
To prevent general wear and tear such as surface scratches, it is very important to inspect 
the underneath of your tableware on a regular basis for sharp or abrasive edges. Sharp 
and abrasive edges should not be exposed to Gentas Table Top surfaces. Do not under any 
circumstances stack tables with Gentas Table Tops attached on top of each other or 
another surface. There is a very high risk of damaging or scratching the surface. Furnlink 
does not recommend exposing Gentas Table Tops to direct sunlight for long periods of 
time, the table top will convex when heated but will flatten out after cooling down. 
 
Furnlink (the national importer/distributor for Werzatlit by Gentas Table Tops) under no 
circumstances will discount, replace or have the Table Tops returned due to the lack of 
care/maintenance or general wear and tear. 
 
 

GENTAS TABLE TOP SURFACE CREASE/IMPERFECTION STATEMENT 
 
All Werzalit by Gentas Table Tops have a number of small creases/imperfections in the 
surface finish. These creases/imperfections are mostly seen on corners (square table tops) 
and round surfaces (round table tops). Please refer to images below. 
 
These creases/imperfections are not a fault. Werzalit by Gentas (the manufacture) advised 
that it is impossible to produce a molded top without surface imperfections and that these 
creases/imperfections will not have any effect to the Table Top structure or long lasting 
durability. After production, the creases/imperfections are white in colour, Werzalit by 
Gentas disguise them by painting them. 
 
Furnlink (the national importer/distributor for Werzatlit by Gentas Table Tops) under no 
circumstances will discount, replace or have the Table Tops returned due to these 
creases/imperfections. The creases/imperfections do not effect to the Table Top structure 
and will not void Furnlink’s 2 year commercial structural warranty. 
 

   

 


